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ABSTRACT

Fluid interfaces containing surfactants and particles display nonlinear rheological properties that are vital to the anticipated bulk kinetic stability of emulsions. Many practical applications of emulsions necessitate remarkable kinetic stability during storage, such as nanoemulsion-based drug delivery systems. Innovative techniques for controlling emulsion phase separation processes, which are largely governed by the rheology of interfacially-adsorbed species, are highly desired. Yet, the utility of these techniques is often limited by difficulties with measuring and interpreting the rate-dependent mechanical properties of complex fluid interfaces, leaving open questions about the relationship between interfacial rheology and bulk emulsion stability. Thus, this talk will present several fundamental investigations that provide compelling insights on the complex interplay between the interfacial dilatational rheology of oil-water interfaces laden with phospholipid surfactants and/or particles and the observed resistance of oil-in-water droplets to kinetic destabilization. The small-amplitude dilatational rheology of fluid interfaces in the presence of adsorbed emulsifiers was probed via axisymmetric drop shape analysis and bulk emulsion stability was quantified using optical microscopy, photon correlation spectroscopy, and gravitational phase separation analysis. Included in this discussion will be characterization of interfacial microstructures, as well as inherent material properties (e.g., pH responsiveness). The elastic modulus of adsorbed interfacial layers was shown to closely correlate to the bulk release profile of active payload-containing nanoemulsions and the onset of coalescence between neighboring emulsion drops with surfactant- or particle-laden interfaces, where emulsions with more elastic interfaces displayed both retarded payload release and improved resistance to droplet coalescence. The knowledge garnered from these studies is highly relevant to academic and industrial emulsion formulators who seek inexpensive, yet robust methods for predicting, characterizing and customizing the kinetic stability of emulsified systems.
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